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REA's EMT Flashcard BookRaise your score with 300 must-study test questions!REA's flashcard
book for the EMT exam helps you check your test-readiness and get a high score. Our flashcard
book is the perfect refresher and offers a quick and convenient way to practice answering questions
while pinpointing your strengths and weaknesses. Written by an expert with nearly 30 years of
experience in the fire and EMS arenas, our flashcards give you full scenarios to evaluate in a
multiple-choice format, just like the actual test. The book contains 300 must-study questions that
cover all the test categories on the EMT exam: airway and breathing, cardiology, medical, obstetrics
and pediatrics, and trauma. Handy icons help you locate questions by subject, so you can review
and test your knowledge in specific areas. The book also includes fun facts about the medical/EMT
profession and its history. Unlike most flashcards that come loose in a box, our flashcards are
bound in an organized, portable book that makes studying a breeze. Write your answer on the front
of the card, then compare it to the answer on the back of the card. This concise question and
answer format makes it easy to find the right answer, and we give details explaining why the answer
is correct. REA's EMT flashcards are perfect for on-the-go review and ideal for individual,
classroom, or group study.
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I bought this to study for the NREMT. It has great questions and the way it explained the answers

really helped me to remember WHY it was that answer, not just memorizing that it was answer A or
B. I read it twice, reviewed the detailed answers, and passed the test the first time.

rtfq.I did not read the description well enough. This is not a collection of flashcards. This is a book
with flashcard-esque questions and answers. An inauspicious start, perhaps, or more likely just a
reprimand to sloppy readers, but either way this still is not flashcards.

This book is excellent for quick review. I needed something portable and easy to flip through while I
was on shift and I love that the "cards" don't get lost or jumbled in this format. This has been a great
refresher for me as I get ready to move to a new area and will be taking department exams in a
similar format. I would recommend these.

I bought this for my son because he was studying for the National EMT exam. He passed the exam
the first time he took it and said that the book was an invaluable study tool.

I bought this book because many people who took the test before me recommended it. As a casual
addition to studying, this is great. I wouldn't use it as my sole or my strongest test prep, but if you
make your way through this book, you will ID your weak points. Put it in your bag and look at it
during down moments and you will be glad you did.

REA has a long and storied tradition of turning out poorly-edited study aids and this book is no
exception. Although I wouldn't go so far as to say that the book is full of wrong answers, the
questions are often poorly- or vaguely-worded, which is annoying. This book definitely needed
another editing pass.The "online component" just recycles the questions from the book, so it doesn't
really add much value.I found it acceptable and it's definitely cheap, but you may want to look
around to see if you can find a different study guide.

Haven't take the course (or test) yet so don't have basis for judging the quality of the info in that
regard, but I wanted these as both a way to prep for the class and test AND as a way to see just
what kind(s) of info and levels of difficulty I'd have to know, and the BOOK* definitely seems to show
those things.*as others have mentioned, it's not a set of actual flashcards--and I also didn't realize
that--but for me it still works. If not for that difference between expectations and product, I'd give it a
5th star.

Easy, fun, and has real life questions for preparing for an EMT. A smart investment for any student
hoping to pass the NREMT the first time.
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